SEPTEMBER 18TH KNOWN AS LEATHER ARCHIVES & MUSEUM DAY IN CHICAGO

With the assistance of Chicago 44th Ward Alderman Thomas M. Tunney, the Chicago City Council recently passed a resolution to acknowledge the Leather Archives & Museum (LA&M) and to recognize September 18th as Leather Archives & Museum Day in Chicago. Although the LA&M is a national charity, support from Alderman Tunney and the Chicago City Council has been instrumental in establishing a physical headquarters.


Works from Chicago artist Erica Beatrix Brooks on display through June 2017. Erica says “My goal is to be a participant and listener. I participate by asking in-depth and thoughtful questions. Part of the Party was a new venture for me as an artist, educator and ethnographer.” The show features digital photographs, digital paintings and drawings.
HAVE YOU SEEN LA&M'S NEWEST ONLINE EXHIBITS?

DOM OREJUDOS: 
IDENTITY. RACE. ART. LEATHER. 
CRITICAL EXPLORATION OF ETIENNE AS AN ARTIST OF COLOR.

https://whoisetienne.wordpress.com/
The Leather Archives has exhibited the art of Etienne since its inception as a museum. This online exhibit asks questions about Etienne: How is race discussed in Leather communities in a broader sense? How do men of color in Leather Communities talk about their racial identities? Why did Etienne rarely or if ever talk about his experience as a man of color in leather?

THE SAILOR SID DILLER DIGITIZATION PROJECT
http://www.leatherarchives.org/sailorsid/
Thanks to generous funding from the Association of Professional Piercers crowdfunding efforts, The Sailor Sid Diller Piercing Collection is available online including 10 piercing volumes containing over 2,500 photographs and more. Included in these photographs are tattoo, body modification, and piercing innovators such as Fakir Musafar, Jim Ward, Cliff Raven, Alan Oversby (aka Mr. Sebastian), and Bud “Viking” Navarro.

LA&M PUBLISHES ANNIVERSARY CATALOG TO CELEBRATE 25 YEARS OF LEATHER HISTORY

A new catalog celebrates a milestone anniversary for the community institution. The publication can be obtained free in electronic format or purchased in print format from the LA&M website. Among the 130 images from the Leather Archives and its collections are essays from Dr. Gayle Rubin, Dwight Skeates, Jose Santiago Perez and Jakob VanLammeren. The catalog looks at the history of the institution, where it is today and provides insights into the future.
LA&M WELCOMES MEL LEVERICH AS ARCHIVIST AND COLLECTIONS LIBRARIAN

Mel’s experience with analog and digital collections combined with her passion for providing access to queer and kink history through archives is greatly benefiting the collections and patrons of the LA&M. Mel comments “I feel very lucky to join the LA&M staff and to be a part of an institution with a mission that I care deeply about.” Welcome Mel!

LA&M ARTIFACT LOANED TO MOMA

The Leather Archives & Museum will loan a pair of leather pants, donated by Guy Baldwin, to the Museum of Modern Art for their upcoming exhibition “Items: Is Fashion Modern”. The show runs 10.1.2017 to 01.28.2018. For more information visit www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/1638

CONNECT WITH THE LA&M AND SEE OUR STUFF:

Your generous support of the LA&M allows digital access to our collections via:

- leatherarchives.tumblr.com
- Facebook.com/leatherarchives
- Twitter.com/leatherarchives
- Vimeo.com/leatherarchives
- Youtube.com/user/leatherarchives
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT
2016–2017 Members and Donors

Donors of $5,000 or more
Association of Professional Piercers
Bear Man
Centaur MC
Chicago Hellfire Club
CLAW 2016

Donors of $2,500 or more
Avant-Garde Piercing
Lambda Men's Brotherhood
Leather 64Ten
Philadelphia Leather Pride Night 2016
Scott Phillips

Donors of $1,000 or more
Carnival of Madness:
City of Chicago DCASE
Exile 5 Fetish Ball
Frank Novicki
Harry K. Marks
Jersey Boys of Leather
Jim Drew
John Birdsell
Justin Herren
Max M. and Carol W. Sandfield
Ms San Francisco Leather
Robert Ridinger
Sir Papa Bear
slavemaster chuck
The Crossroads of Cespeva, PA
Touché Chicago

Donors of $500 or more
Bill Gannon & David Weinke
Billy Lane and John Brook
boy tyler Fong
David Barnett
DNA – Drummer North America
Eric Kinast
Fetish Locker
Folsom Street Events
House 281
In Loving Memory of Coulter Thomas
Jay Harcourt
Jim Rinefield and Dan Anderson
John J. DiGilio
Kip Hollar
Lee Lambert and Boys
Leon Grossman
Master slave Conference 2016
Midwest Bootblack Roundup
Mike & Rita K.
Mr. Keith Truitt
Mr. Leather 64Ten 2016
Mr. Michigan Leather Weekend
NLA: International
Rangers Inc.
Robert Guenther
Roger Scheid
Steve Ranger
Slomper's Boots
Tawse
Tallen Bell and George Pena
Tom Matt

Donors of $200 or more
Adam Damewood
Adynaton Publishing
Andrew Masterson and Ed Luisi
Bam Bam Bamm
Bob Miller
Brendan McIntyre
Brent Seeley & Jeff Halsey
Sian Mincey
Chicago Leather Club
Christina Court
Club Diversity CLAW Nation Party
D. DLandro
Daddy Don
Daddy Mark and Boy Spyker
David – SF
David Ellis and boys bobby caad
David McN agrees
Donald Pexmore
Doug and Mike
G.W. Leatherman PARKS
Jason Zahlen
Jay Hemphill
Jeffrey Storer
Joe Grane
Joey McDonald
John Bradford, Louis Lang, Hieu Nguyen
John Prather
John E.
Jon Krongard
JW Rutkowski
Keith & Kyle Gearhart–Stoneking
Kirk Hamlin
Lenny Broberg and Paul Nauchnik
Loki
Luis Tiptansig
Lyle Swallow & Jack Becker
Mark Frazier
Mark Zubro
Master Alex Keppeler
Melinda Chataeaulte
Michael Homan
Michael Horowitz
Mike Daggis & Kelley Wilt
Miss Simone
Mr. Classic Leather fundraiser
Neil M.
Nick Elliott
Norman L. Sandfield
Pat Dailey
Patrick Grady
Patrick Miska
Patrick Mulcahey
Paulo and Jubil Arriola–Headley
Peter Kokoszka
Prometheus Guard of NJ
Pup Orphee
Ramien Pierre
Ray “Piglet” Izzard
Rck Storer
Rick Umbaugh
Rob Anderson
Robert R. Bender
Robert Weber
Ron Moser
Ron Vogt
Shane Rasmussen
Sharon St. Cyr Fund
Steve Bell
Steve Carbone
Steve Lenius
Team Friendly, Inc.
Terry L Bucher
The 38 Specials
Thomas Fincannon

Tim Waterfill
Timothy Hotchkine
Wipstyrker Leather, LLC

Donors of $100 or more
Alleycat
Amber A. Clifford–Napoleone
black the bootblack
Boy Allen / Pup Data
Boy Wayzey M.
Claw Jack
clubum.com
Corn Haulers L & L
Daddy Dan Weiss
Daddy Vick Germany
Dan Marrs
David Drees
David stein
David Wray
Dean Ogren
Defenders / San Francisco
Doc Duhan
Dr. Robert Wall
Eric Kugelman
Full Kit Gear
G Sharp
Gabe Sims
Gayle Rubin
Great Lakes Leather Alliance
Jakob VanLammeren
James C. Jordan
Jeff L. Stoner and Bob Rowe
Jerry Moreau
Jim Barrilb
Jim Overholser
Kevin A. Henderson
Kyle Kingsbury
Lady Jodi
Mary Elizabeth Boyd
Masterlady LJ and slave tabitha
Members of Low Country Leather
Miquel Torres
Ms. Solitare
Perry Wiggins and Michael Barnes
Phil Hannema
Ron Volanti
Scott Answer
Smoky Productions
South Florida boys of Leather
Stephen Dokoupil
Steve Blanch
Taylor Coleman
Tom M.
Torch Weisman
Trooper
Tulsa Uniform and Leather
Walter Johnson
Wendel Reid

Donors of $50 or more
Alan Dudley
Alex Ikorof
Alexander Henryk Wisniowski
Bootblack Meghan
Brett Baldwin
Broderick Rojas and Eric Gangloff
Carlos Cruz
Craig Rich
Dan Ronneberg
Darío Sánchez–González
Dax Janssen
Domenic Sgro
Douglas O’Keefe
Douglas Pampolin
Douglas Van Kirk

Dr. Jennifer Tyburczy
Eric GUTTERIEZ
For Peter Thomas
G. Ronald Fastner, Ph.D.
Gear Up Project
GentleDonk
Gerald Cernek
Harget / Wenla
In memory and honor of Master Amy Marie
J. Paul Cornier
Jacob Hale
James T. Medak
James Tyycha
Jean Hardy
Jeff J.
Jim Drew
John Rossi
Jose Cartago Perez
Joseph Gobbled
Keith A Carney
Kevin
Leta Larcia
Lynn Schneick
Master Len
Matt Zanon
Michael O'Donnell
Mory Martinez
Mr. Bluegrass Leather 2015 & IML
Class #37
Mystyxus Lilly
Nancy Lee Weinberger
Paul Whiston
Peter Burke
Peter Thomas
Peter Tupper
Queerella Fistalot
Race Bannon
Randi Kemmer
Ruth Fink–Winter
Sarah Beth Landau
Sir RA – El ONYX
Stephen Klein
William J. Smith Trust
With Gratitude for Our History
Zeq

Lifetime Members
Andy Hangel
BearMan
Black Heart Uniform Ball
Centaur MC
Chicago Hellfire Club
Chuck Renslow
CLAW Corruption
Fort Lauderdale Leather Pride
International Mr. Leather
International Ms. Leather, LLC
Jill Carter and Family
John Palatini Charitable Trust
John Pendal
Jon Krongard and Ken Rose
Joseph W. Bean
Lambda Men's Brotherhood
Leather SINS
Melinda Chataeaulte
Philadelphia Leather Pride Night
Robert Guenther
Robert M. Ridinger
Seattle Leather Daddies Tag sale
T. L. Gross
Tawse
Tides Foundation